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(57) ABSTRACT 

A method and apparatus for securely transferring medical 
information is provided, Which includes storing information 
relating to a medical prescription item on a smart card using 
an encryption method that provides independent veri?cation 
as to the source of the information, verifying the source of 
the information by the provider of the medical prescription 
item and modifying the stored information relating to the 
medical prescription item When the prescription is ?lled, and 

(21) Appl, No; 10/317,609 storing the modi?ed information on the smart card using an 
encryption method that provides independent veri?cation of 

(22) Filed: Dec. 11, 2002 the source of the modi?ed information. 
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OOCTOR PRESCRIBES A 
me To A PATIENT. 3O 

PRESCRIPTION INFORMATION IS \ 
STORED ON PATIENTS SMART CARD. 32 

INFORMATION INCLUDING ALLOWED REFILLS 
IS ENCRYPTED WITH DOCTORS PRIVATE ~34 

KEY AND STORED ON SMART CARD. 

USER PROCEEDS TO PHARMACY 
TO FILL PRESCRIPTION. 36 

PHARMACIST READS INFORMATION FILE, N 
AND TRANSFERS "CONTROL" SECTION. 38 

T 

"CONTROL" SECTION IS DECODED USING 
PUBLIC KEY FROM CENTRAL DATABASE. 

~40 

PRESCRIPTION FILLED, AND INFORMATION 
SECTION IS UPDATED WITH THE ~42 
PHARMACISTS NAME AND DATE. 

ORIGINAL CONTROL SECTION IS APPENDED 
WITH INFORMATION THAT THE REFILL WAS 
GRANTED. NEW FILE IS ENCRYPTED WITH 

THE PHARMACISTS PRIVATE KEY. 

CONTROL SECTION IS TRANSFERRED 46 
BACK TO THE SMART CARD. 

~44 

FIG. 2 
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PATIENT DESIRES TO REFILL 5O 
HIS PRESCRIPTION AGAIN. 

USER LOADS SMART CARD IN A PHONE 
AND SURFS TO AN ON-LINE DRUG COMPANY. 

INFORMATION SECTION IS COPIED TO THE 
ON-LINE COMPANY. "CONTROL" SECTION 54 

IS TRANSFERRED TO THE ON-LINE COMPANY. 

____l__ 
ON-LINE COMPANY DECRYPTS "CONTROL" USING 
FIRST PHARMACISTS PUBLIC KEY, FOLLOWED 

BY THE DOCTOR’S PUBLIC KEY. 

ON-LINE COMPANY FILLS PRESCRIPTION. ‘\58 

INFORMATION SECTION IS UPDATED 60 
AND SENT TO THE SMART CARD. 

ORIGINAL "CONTROL" SECTION IS APPENDED 
WITH ON-LINE COMPANIES INFORMATION, 
AND THE RESULTANT FILE IS ENCRYPTED 

USING THE ON-LINE COMPANIES PRIVATE KEY. 

NEW "CONTROL" SECTION IS TRANSFERRED 64 
BACK TO THE SMART CARD. 

FIG- 3 

m . 
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SMART CARD BASED DRUG PRESCRIPTIONS 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

[0001] The present invention generally relates to methods 
and apparatus for storing information, and more particularly 
relates to storing medical information on electronic transfer 
media. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0002] Prescriptions for medicines, drugs, or other medi 
cal items are presently Written or typed on pieces of paper. 
The paper is then submitted to a pharmacist or other ful?ller 
of medical prescriptions to be ?lled. Where the prescription 
has been hand-Written, it is left to the pharmacist to interpret 
the handwriting, sometimes poor, of the prescribing medical 
practitioner. Furthermore, the pharmacist must determine 
Whether the prescription may have been modi?ed, or, 
indeed, Whether the prescription is valid or has been Written 
on a stolen or otherWise illegally acquired prescription form. 

[0003] In the case of typeWritten prescriptions, the hand 
Writing legibility is less of a problem, but the questions 
regarding modi?cation and validity may still remain. 

[0004] In a highly mobile society such as the one in Which 
We presently reside, it is becoming increasingly difficult to 
have prescriptions ?lled in areas Where the particular medi 
cal practitioner is not located, for reasons such as unfamil 
iarity With the medical practitioner, his signature, and other 
indicia upon Which pharmacists or other entities for ?lling 
prescriptions may rely to judge the validity of a particular 
prescription. 
[0005] Accordingly, it is desirable to provide a secure 
method and apparatus for holding medical prescription and 
other sensitive medical data, perhaps provided by a medical 
practitioner to a patient, and alloWing the secure transfer of 
such data to others that may have a reason to access the data. 
In addition, it is desirable for a receiver of such sensitive 
medical data or prescriptions to be able to validate the origin 
of the information and the validity thereof. Furthermore, 
other desirable features and characteristics of the present 
invention Will become apparent from the subsequent 
detailed description of the invention and the appended 
claims, taken in conjunction With the accompanying draW 
ings and this background of the invention. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0006] The present invention Will hereinafter be described 
in conjunction With the folloWing draWing ?gures, Wherein 
like numerals denote like elements, and 

[0007] FIG. 1.is a partially schematic draWing shoWing 
certain aspects of a smart card that may be used in conjunc 
tion With the present invention; 

[0008] FIG. 2. is a How diagram shoWing hoW a smart 
card of FIG. 1 could be used for entering and ?lling a 
prescription While practicing the present invention; and 

[0009] FIG. 3 is a How diagram shoWing hoW a smart card 
of FIG. 1 could be used for initiating a re?ll of a prescription 
remotely While practicing the present invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 

[0010] The folloWing detailed description of the invention 
is merely exemplary in nature and is not intended to limit the 
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invention or the application and uses of the invention. 
Furthermore, there is no intention to be bound by any theory 
presented in the preceding background of the invention or 
the folloWing detailed description of the invention. 

[0011] FIG. 1 shoWs a schematic representation of a smart 
card 10 as used in the instant invention. For purposes of 
describing a preferred embodiment of the invention, a smart 
card is shoWn, but it is understood that any equivalent data 
transfer device other than a smart card could be used, for 
example, smart card 10 may be encapsulated in any conve 
nient form so long as the functions performed by the smart 
card 10 are similar in operation to that shoWn in FIG. 1. 

[0012] The use of a smart card has several advantages, 
including portability, a knoWn and accepted form factor, 
existing packaging technology, existing semiconductor tech 
nology for use in smart cards, and existing card reading 
technology. 
[0013] Smart card 10 has embedded therein a micropro 
cessor or microcontroller unit (MCU) 12 Which is coupled to 
a memory 14. The memory 14 is shoWn here as being a 
device that is independent of the MCU 12, but it is under 
stood that the memory 14 may be a circuit that actually 
resides on the same chip as the MCU 12 or is included Within 
the same package as the MCU 12. The memory 14 is also 
shoWn as comprising three separate sections for storing 
different types of information, but, again, memory 14 may 
be a single memory circuit Which is partitioned electroni 
cally by the MCU 12. The memory is shoWn here having an 
information section 16, a control section 18 and an “other” 
information section 20, the signi?cance of Which memory 
sections Will be described later in conjunction With the 
explanation of the operation of the invention. Memory 14 
may also contain a control program (not shoWn) for con 
trolling the operation of the MCU 12, or the control program 
may be formed as a separate circuit that resides on the MCU 
itself as ROM 22. An input-output circuit 24 is coupled to 
the MCU 12 to provide access for a user of the card to the 
contents of memory 14. 

[0014] Further shoWn in FIG. 1 is a data entry/reader 26 
Which may be used to upload or doWnload information to or 
from memory 14. Smart card 12 has contacts thereon (not 
shoWn) Which are coupled to the input output circuit 24 to 
facilitate the transfer of information to and from memory 14 
from an external source. Data entry/reader device 26 may be 
coupled to the computer 28 of a user of the smart card 10, 
and information from the computer 28 may be doWnloaded 
through entry /reader device 26, through input output circuit 
24 and MCU 12 to the memory 14. LikeWise data from 
memory 14 may be doWnloaded through MCU 12 and 
input/output device 24 and data entry/reader 26 to the 
computer 28 of a user. 

[0015] FIG. 2 is a How diagram shoWing hoW the smart 
card 10 of FIG. 1 could be used for entering and ?lling a 
prescription While practicing the present invention. A doctor 
or medical practitioner prescribes a drug to a patient at 30. 
For example, the doctor may prescribe Valium, 60 doses, 20 
mG, re?llable three times. The patient gives his personal 
smart card 10 to the doctor Who, by using the doctor’s 
computer 28 loads a portion of the prescription information 
at 32, (for example: Valium, 20 mG, tWice a day), together 
With the doctor’s name and the date of the transaction into 
the information section 16 of the smart card 10 by doWn 
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loading the information through entry/reader device 26, 
through input output circuit 24 and MCU 12 to the memory 
section 16 of memory 14. 

[0016] A duplicate of the encrypted prescription informa 
tion plus the number of times the prescription is authorized 
to be ?lled 34 is entered into the control section 18 of 
memory 14 along With the number of re?lls authoriZed. This 
information is encrypted in the doctor’s computer 28 With 
the private security key of the doctor, part of a private 
key/public key security system. 

[0017] The patient then proceeds to ?ll the prescription 36. 
The patient presents his smart card 10 to a pharmacist or 
other dispenser of medications or prescription ?ller. 

[0018] The pharmacist reads the information ?le stored in 
the information section 16 of memory 14 and, using his 
computer 28 and data entry/reader 26, transfers the data 
from control section 18 of memory 14 to his computer 28. 
This transfer may proceed in the same manner in Which 
money may be transferred from a smart card to another 
device to pay for a transaction of some sort. 

[0019] The pharmacist then retrieves the public key of the 
prescribing doctor from a database of such public keys and 
decrypts the data of the control section 18 of memory 14 at 
40. The pharmacist then proceeds to ?ll the prescription and, 
using computer 28, modi?es the information section 16 of 
memory 14 indicating that one ?ll of the prescription has 
been accomplished. The pharmacist appends his name and 
the date of the transaction to the modi?ed. 

[0020] The modi?ed control information including infor 
mation that the prescription has been once ?lled is then 
encrypted at 44 using the pharmacist’s private key and the 
encrypted, modi?ed control information is transferred at 46 
from the computer 28 through the data entry/reader device 
26 and the input/output circuit 24 and MCU 12 of smart card 
10 back into the control information section 18 of memory 
14. 

[0021] This process may be repeated several times at the 
same or different pharmacies. Each time a pharmacist Would 
modify the data in the information section 16 and the control 
section 18 of memory 14 to indicate What action has been 
taken, until there are no more re?lls remaining on the 
prescription. 

[0022] The system described above provides increased 
security over present prescription ?lling systems in Which it 
is very dif?cult for a pharmacist to determine With certainty 
that a prescription is legitimate and has not been tampered 
With. This is accomplished by the use of an encryption 
model based on the public key-private key system or some 
thing equally easy to use and dif?cult to corrupt. The 
pharmacist, for example, by the very ability to use the public 
key of the prescribing doctor to decrypt the original pre 
scription is given assurance that the prescription Was, in fact, 
Written by that doctor and has not been maliciously or 
illegally altered. The ?lling pharmacist, on the other hand, 
by encrypting his change (a reduction in the remaining 
number of re?lls available) in his private key, give assurance 
to a subsequent ?ller of prescriptions that the information of 
the smart card is genuine and has not been altered. 

[0023] Furthermore, in a highly mobile society such as the 
one in Which We presently reside, it is becoming increasingly 
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dif?cult to have prescriptions ?lled in areas Where the 
particular medical practitioner is not located, for reasons 
such as unfamiliarity With the medical practitioner, his 
signature, and other indicia upon Which pharmacists may 
rely to judge the validity of a particular prescription. 

[0024] Accordingly, it is an important feature of the instant 
invention to provide a secure method and apparatus for 
holding medical prescription and other sensitive medical 
data provided by a medical practitioner to a patient, and 
alloWing the secure transfer of such data to others that may 
have a reason to access the data. In addition, it is desirable 
for a receiver of such sensitive medical data or prescriptions 
to be able to validate the origin of the information and the 
validity thereof. 

[0025] Referring again brie?y to FIG. 1, the portion of the 
memory 14 identi?ed as “other” information may be used to 
store items regarding the health of the user of the card, such 
as illnesses, medical history, drugs being taken, allergies to 
medicines or other substances, insurance information, and 
the like, any of Which may be of interest to emergency 
medical personnel in the event of an accident or uncon 
sciousness of the card holder. This information may not be 
encrypted so as to alloW easier access to the information by 
emergency or treating personnel. 

[0026] As noted above, in a highly mobile society such as 
the one in Which We presently reside, it is becoming increas 
ingly difficult to have prescriptions ?lled in areas Where the 
particular medical practitioner is not located, for reasons 
such as unfamiliarity With the medical practitioner, his 
signature, and other indicia upon Which pharmacists may 
rely to judge the validity of a particular prescription. Pres 
ently available systems are not secure enough to alloW the 
transmission of sensitive prescription information over the 
public airWay, for eXample through a cellular telephone 
system. 

[0027] FIG. 3 is a How diagram shoWing hoW a smart card 
of FIG. 1 could be used for initiating a re?ll of a prescription 
remotely. If a patient chooses to re?ll 50 his prescription by 
mail order, the patient may access a person or entity for 
?lling prescriptions over the internet, for eXample, Where a 
reader/entry device 26 may be connected to the patient’s 
computer 28. Alternatively, the patient may utiliZe a “smart” 
cellular telephone 52 With a provision for accepting the 
smart card 10 to transfer the appropriate information on the 
smart card to the prescription ?lling entity or on-line phar 
macy. In either case, the information section 16 of the 
memory 14 is copied at 54 to the on-line pharmacy, as is the 
control information in section 18 of the memory 14. 

[0028] The pharmacy then decrypts the control informa 
tion using the most recent pharmacist’s public key 56, in the 
case of a re?ll, or only the prescribing doctor’s public key 
if the transaction is a ?rst ?lling. (If the transaction is a ?rst 
?lling of the prescription, the on-line pharmacy Would, of 
course, decrypt the control information using only the pre 
scribing doctor’s public key as set forth in the description of 
FIG. 2.) The public keys are obtained from a public key 
database. The on-line pharmacy ?lls the prescription 58. 

[0029] The on-line pharmacy then appends the informa 
tion section data 60 With the on-line pharmacy’s information 
as above With reference to FIG. 2, and the information 
section as modi?ed is transmitted back to the patient’s smart 
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card. The on-line pharmacy then updates the control infor 
mation 62 that a second ?lling of the prescription has taken 
place. The modi?ed control information is encrypted using 
the on-line pharmacy’s private key, and the neW control 
information is transmitted back to the patient’s smart card 
64. 

[0030] The remote system described above has the same 
security attributes as the system and method described in 
FIG. 2. Since a secure and veri?able encryption system is 
used in both cases, a pharmacist, even a remote pharmacist 
has a great deal of con?dence that the prescription With 
Which he is Working is valid and unaltered. 

[0031] While an exemplary embodiment has been pre 
sented in the foregoing detailed description of the invention, 
it should be appreciated that a vast number of variations 
exist. It should also be appreciated that the exemplary 
embodiment or exemplary embodiments are only examples, 
and are not intended to limit the scope, applicability, or 
con?guration of the invention in any Way. Rather, the 
foregoing detailed description Will provide those skilled in 
the art With a convenient road map for implementing an 
exemplary embodiment of the invention. It being understood 
that various changes may be made in the function and 
arrangement of elements described in an exemplary embodi 
ment Without departing from the scope of the invention as 
set forth in the appended claims. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A method for securely transferring medical information 

comprising: 
storing information relating to a medical prescription item 

on a smart card, using an encryption method Which 
provides independent veri?cation as to the source of the 
information; 

verifying the source of the information by the provider of 
the medical prescription item; 

modifying the stored information relating to the medical 
prescription item When the prescription is ?lled; and 

storing the modi?ed information on the smart card using 
an encryption method that provides independent veri 
?cation of the source of the modi?ed information. 

2. A method as set forth in claim 1 Wherein additional 
medical information is stored on a portion of the smart card 
in an unencrypted form. 

3. A method as set forth in claim 2 Wherein the informa 
tion stored in unencrypted form comprises information 
related to medical history information. 

4. A method as set forth in claim 1 Wherein the encryption 
method is a private key/public key encryption method and 
the medical prescription item is a prescription entered into 
the smart card by a medical practitioner using the medical 
practitioner’s private encryption key. 

5. A method as set forth in claim 4 Wherein the source of 
the information is veri?ed by an entity ?lling the prescrip 
tion using the medical practitioner’s public key. 

6. A method as set forth in claim 4 Wherein the modi?ed 
information is encrypted using the private key of the entity 
?lling the prescription. 

7. A method as set forth in claim 6 Wherein a subsequent 
?ller of the prescription veri?es the source of the modi?ed 
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data by using the public key of the entity ?lling the pre 
scription and the source of the information relating to the 
medical prescription by using the public key of the medical 
practitioner. 

8. An electronic transfer device for securely transferring 
medical prescription information comprising: 

a control portion of the electronic transfer device for 
storing information provided by a medical practitioner 
relating to a medical prescription to be ?lled, the 
information being stored using encryption information 
Which provides independent veri?cation as to the 
source of the information, such that an entity ?lling the 
prescription may verify that the source of the informa 
tion is the provider of the medical prescription item; 

the control portion of the electronic transfer device 
capable of being read by the entity ?lling the prescrip 
tion for verifying the source of the information and for 
storing information relating to the medical prescription 
item as modi?ed When the prescription is ?lled, the 
modi?ed information being stored using encryption 
information Which provides independent veri?cation as 
to the source of the modi?ed information. 

9. An electronic transfer device as set forth in claim 8 
Wherein the control portion of the electronic transfer device 
stores information using public key/private key encryption 
information provided by the medical practitioner. 

10. An electronic transfer device as set forth in claim 9 
Wherein the control portion of the electronic transfer device 
stores modi?ed information using public key/private key 
encryption information provided by the entity ?lling the 
prescription. 

11. A method for securely transferring medical informa 
tion comprising: 

storing information relating to a medical prescription item 
on a smart card, using a public key/private key encryp 
tion method to provide independent veri?cation as to 
the source of the information; 

verifying the source of the information by the provider of 
the medical prescription item by using the public key of 
the provider of the stored information; 

modifying the stored information relating to the medical 
prescription item When the prescription is ?lled; and 

storing the modi?ed information on the smart card in an 
encrypted form using the private key of the provider of 
the medical prescription item to provide independent 
veri?cation of the source of the modi?ed information 
Wherein a subsequent provider of the medical prescrip 
tion item may verify the source of the modi?ed data by 
using the public key of the provider of the medical 
prescription item, and the source of the information 
relating to the medical prescription by using the public 
key of the provider of the stored information. 

12. A method as set forth in claim 11 Wherein additional 
medical information is stored on a portion of the smart card 
in an unencrypted form. 

13. A method as set forth in claim 12 Wherein the 
information stored in unencrypted form comprises informa 
tion related to medical history information. 

* * * * * 


